The Art Academy
By Carousel Education

Art & Design Professional Development Day – Printing Focus
Carousel Education offer one day in-school staff training INSET days. For the printing focus, this is
primarily a creative activity day focusing on a range of different printmaking techniques. In addition to
the practical activities, the trainer will provide a brief overview of what a high-quality Art & Design
curriculum looks like and how schools can prepare their curriculum for inspection. Schools design
their bespoke INSET day by choosing 4 of the modules below:
Monoprinting
Exploring simple monoprinting techniques including marbling using water/inks and swirling shaving foam.

Stencils and Stamps
Using stencils and stamps are foundation activities that begin children’s learning journey in printmaking.
This session investigates how stencils and stamps can be used creatively throughout the art curriculum.
Klimt Patterns
Paintings by the iconic artist Gustav Klimt are the inspiration for creating a printing plate using the imprint
method. This plate is then used to create multiple images.
Collagraphy
Using found materials to create a textured surface on a base plate which is then used as a relief printing
method and how this can be used across the curriculum.
William Morris Wallpaper
Investigating different ways of relief printing, staff create two block prints using different methods before
combining them together to create intricate wallpaper designs through pattern, rotation, and overprinting.

Advanced Monoprinting
Exploring additive and subtractive techniques and creating monoprints through masking and ghost printing,
staff create a complex abstract art monoprint.
Reductive Printmaking
In this session staff explore how reductive printmaking allows the creation of a multi-coloured, layered print
using a single print block.

Prices (based on the number of staff attending)
Up to 15 £600
15 – 20 £700
20 – 30 £1000
Over 30 – please contact us directly to discuss your needs.
(All equipment and resources are provided on the day)
CAROUSEL EDUCATION
Tel: 07720 223671
Web: www.carouseleducation.org

To book an INSET day or to discuss further, please contact:
artacademy@carousellearning.org

